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What literature shows What literature shows 
that is not easy to tellthat is not easy to tell
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University University ofof KarlstadKarlstad

OpenOpen carecare psychiatricpsychiatric unitunit

Doktor Glas and the Doktor Glas and the medicalmedical
studentsstudents

►►My My experienceexperience ofof readingreading thisthis classicalclassical
Swedish Swedish novelnovel togethertogether withwith medicalmedical
students students contributedcontributed toto my my wishwish toto exploreexplore
the relation the relation betweenbetween clinicalclinical practicepractice and and 
literaryliterary experienceexperience..

►►The The interestinterest in in thisthis area has area has growngrown butbut
therethere still still seemsseems toto be lots be lots toto do in order do in order toto
findfind outout moremore aboutabout whatwhat, , howhow and and whenwhen. . 
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Clinical Clinical judgementjudgement, , clinicalclinical virtuesvirtues
►►Clinical Clinical judgementjudgement is is thatthat capacitycapacity for for benevolentbenevolent
action in action in clinicalclinical situations situations whichwhich helpshelps the the 
physicianphysician toto reachreach the the goalsgoals ofof medicinemedicine

►► It It seemsseems reasonablereasonable toto assumeassume thatthat thisthis capacitycapacity
is is relatedrelated toto clinicalclinical virtuesvirtues

►► ThereThere areare manymany suggestions for suggestions for suchsuch

►►Clinical Clinical virtuesvirtues maymay perhapsperhaps be be seenseen as as aspectsaspects ofof
ourour personalitypersonality thatthat disposedispose usus toto actact in in waysways thatthat
areare beneficialbeneficial for for ourour patientspatients

Challenges Challenges ofof scientificscientific medicinemedicine

►►From general From general toto particularparticular

►►RecognizingRecognizing ambiguityambiguity and paradoxand paradox

►►Handling Handling uncertaintyuncertainty

►►BalancingBalancing empathicempathic engagementengagement and and 
necessarynecessary distancedistance

►►RecognizingRecognizing the moral dimensionthe moral dimension

►►ShowingShowing interestinterest in narrativesin narratives
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ButBut whywhy literatureliterature??

►►ThereThere is a is a richnessrichness and and subtletysubtlety and and 
complexitycomplexity in in literatureliterature thatthat seemsseems toto carrycarry
the potential the potential toto make make ourour understandingunderstanding ofof
the the worldworld moremore accurateaccurate, precise,  , precise,  nuancednuanced

►►If it If it reallyreally doesdoes must must ofof coursecourse dependdepend on on 
whatwhat, , whenwhen and and howhow wewe read?read?

►►Wayne Booth Wayne Booth writeswrites aboutabout ”the ”the companycompany wewe
keepkeep” ” 

Frank PalmerFrank Palmer

►► Suppose that we say that serious engagement with Suppose that we say that serious engagement with 
literature (…) can provide moral insight, deepen our literature (…) can provide moral insight, deepen our 
understanding of human conduct, show us things about understanding of human conduct, show us things about 
tha nature of evil and help us see beneath appearances tha nature of evil and help us see beneath appearances 
(…)  (…)  -- all fairly common claims all fairly common claims –– then it cannot be that it is then it cannot be that it is 
the the ””purposepurpose”” of literature to inform our understanding this of literature to inform our understanding this 
way. If our interest in art is not to be merely instrumental, way. If our interest in art is not to be merely instrumental, 
literature must therefore be distinguished from literature must therefore be distinguished from 
propaganda, politics or preaching. The propaganda, politics or preaching. The ””messagemessage--seekerseeker””
or or ””ideologyideology--hunterhunter”” will not see fictional characters as will not see fictional characters as 
individuals, but as embodiments of this or that idea, this or individuals, but as embodiments of this or that idea, this or 
that political innuendo that political innuendo –– and the work will be judged and the work will be judged 
according to such criteria.according to such criteria.
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Martha Nussbaum in Martha Nussbaum in LoveLove´́s Knowledges Knowledge

►►…there may be some views of the world and how …there may be some views of the world and how 
one should live in it (..) that cannot be fully and one should live in it (..) that cannot be fully and 
adequately expressed in the language of adequately expressed in the language of 
conventional philosophical prose, a style conventional philosophical prose, a style 
remarkably flat and lacking in wonder remarkably flat and lacking in wonder –– but only in but only in 
a language and in forms themselves more a language and in forms themselves more 
complex, more allusive, more attentive to complex, more allusive, more attentive to 
particulars.particulars.

Anders Tyrberg: Anrop och ansvar (Call and Anders Tyrberg: Anrop och ansvar (Call and 
responsibility)responsibility)

►► The communicative act The communicative act –– the claim and the call of the author and the the claim and the call of the author and the 
responsibility of the reader responsibility of the reader –– may thus be described as an agreement, may thus be described as an agreement, 
an implicit contract. It is through a pact between narrator and reader an implicit contract. It is through a pact between narrator and reader 
that the performative power of the narrative becomes possible. But in that the performative power of the narrative becomes possible. But in 
spite of such an implicit agreement the aesthetic act of communication spite of such an implicit agreement the aesthetic act of communication 
is risky: a price must be paid by the author/narrator, as well as by the is risky: a price must be paid by the author/narrator, as well as by the 
listener/reader. Words are powerful and to narrate is to expose a listener/reader. Words are powerful and to narrate is to expose a 
reader or a listener to an exertion of power and an act of seduction. reader or a listener to an exertion of power and an act of seduction. 
But to expose oneself as a reader also implies an implicit consent to But to expose oneself as a reader also implies an implicit consent to 
such an attempted seduction (…) To read a book is to make oneself such an attempted seduction (…) To read a book is to make oneself 
morally disposable to influence, be it contagion, seduction, persuasion, morally disposable to influence, be it contagion, seduction, persuasion, 
seemingly neutral information, or amusement. And to make oneself seemingly neutral information, or amusement. And to make oneself 
accessible to someone elseaccessible to someone else’’s influence is never an act of innocence.s influence is never an act of innocence.
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Katarina Elam: Katarina Elam: Emotions as a Mode Emotions as a Mode 
of Understandingof Understanding

►►We can now discern an interconnection between We can now discern an interconnection between 
our emotions, narrative, reflection, and the self, our emotions, narrative, reflection, and the self, 
where language is a recurring theme. This means where language is a recurring theme. This means 
we are engaged in both a receptive  and a we are engaged in both a receptive  and a 
creative activity in our understanding of ourselves creative activity in our understanding of ourselves 
and the world. This is a never ending circle or and the world. This is a never ending circle or 
spiral in which a prereflective and a reflective spiral in which a prereflective and a reflective 
mode of being cooperate, with both levels equally mode of being cooperate, with both levels equally 
important to a personimportant to a person’’s development and sense of s development and sense of 
self.self.

IbsenIbsen’’s s The Wild DuckThe Wild Duck

►► The sensitive balancing between upholding a The sensitive balancing between upholding a 
degree of selfdegree of self--respect and mental balance, and respect and mental balance, and 
being the victim of growing selfbeing the victim of growing self--deception.deception.

►► The continued presence of past events in our The continued presence of past events in our 
lives.lives.

►► The double face of goodThe double face of good--will. will. 

►► The power of symbols, and how they can move The power of symbols, and how they can move 
us to constructive and destructive action. us to constructive and destructive action. 
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The leap from showing to tellingThe leap from showing to telling

Probably, most of what we may learn from Probably, most of what we may learn from 
seeing seeing The Wild Duck,The Wild Duck, is possible to is possible to 
formulate in the language of science or formulate in the language of science or 
philosophy or ordinary language. philosophy or ordinary language. 

What, then, is it that fiction adds? Why not What, then, is it that fiction adds? Why not 
just have the psychology, philosophy, just have the psychology, philosophy, 
psychiatry and sociology texts?psychiatry and sociology texts?

Possible answersPossible answers

►►Imagination, emotion, intuitionImagination, emotion, intuition

►►Complexity, richness of perspectivesComplexity, richness of perspectives

►►Ambiguity, paradoxAmbiguity, paradox

►►Metaphors, symbolsMetaphors, symbols

►►CatharsisCatharsis
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LiteraryLiterary skillsskills

►►Do Do thesethese potential potential insightsinsights dependdepend for for theirtheir
coming coming intointo beingbeing on a set on a set ofof ””skillsskills” so ” so thatthat
oneone has has toto be a be a veryvery wellwell trainedtrained readerreader toto
acquireacquire themthem??

►►PerhapsPerhaps toto somesome extentextent, , butbut onlyonly marginallymarginally

►►If If thisthis waswas truetrue, , criticscritics and and literaryliterary theoriststheorists
shouldshould be be totallytotally superiorsuperior toto all all othersothers, and , and 
is is therethere anyany support for support for thatthat??

MajMaj--Gull Axelssons Gull Axelssons Aprilhäxan (The Aprilhäxan (The 
April Witch)April Witch)

►►The risk that compassion turns into The risk that compassion turns into 
condescendencecondescendence

►►The varieties of goodnessThe varieties of goodness

►►The uniqueness of persons with severe The uniqueness of persons with severe 
physical challengesphysical challenges
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Particular and uniqueParticular and unique

But, again,  why should we learn anything But, again,  why should we learn anything 
from unique cases from unique cases –– in particular, from in particular, from 
fictional unique cases? We learn from fictional unique cases? We learn from 
controlled EBM studies, controlled trials controlled EBM studies, controlled trials ––
and from well corroborated qualitative and from well corroborated qualitative 
studies. Is there not a seductive potential in studies. Is there not a seductive potential in 
strong literary narratives, potentially strong literary narratives, potentially 
misguiding our experience?misguiding our experience?

The Death of a BeekeeperThe Death of a Beekeeper

►►The phenomenology of painThe phenomenology of pain

►►How landscape and mental world may How landscape and mental world may 
become interchangeable become interchangeable –– ””the extended the extended 
egoego””

►►How the conception of oneHow the conception of one’’s self will deeply s self will deeply 
form how we meet serious lifeform how we meet serious life--threatening threatening 
diseasedisease
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Risks of fiction Risks of fiction 

If we admit that fiction potentially may If we admit that fiction potentially may 
increase our knowledge, expand our increase our knowledge, expand our 
experience of the world, it seems as if we experience of the world, it seems as if we 
have to admit that fiction can also distort, have to admit that fiction can also distort, 
belie, be destructive. belie, be destructive. 

Which texts are dangerous? We can not say. Which texts are dangerous? We can not say. 
We can at most say that there seem to We can at most say that there seem to 
more or less invitations to this in different more or less invitations to this in different 
texts. The rest is up to the reader.texts. The rest is up to the reader.

Theme: The phenomenology of Theme: The phenomenology of 
depressiondepression

►►Amos Oz: Amos Oz: A Story A Story ofof Love and Love and DarknessDarkness

►►Kerstin EkmaKerstin Ekman: Knivkastarens kvinna (The n: Knivkastarens kvinna (The 
knifeknife--throwerthrower’’s s womanwoman))

►►StyronStyron: : Sophie’sSophie’s ChoiceChoice
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PoetryPoetry

►►PoetryPoetry concentratesconcentrates narrative narrative meaningmeaning --
condensescondenses it, it, compressescompresses it. it. 

►►AmbiguityAmbiguity, paradox, , paradox, metaphormetaphor –– thesethese areare
characteristiccharacteristic ofof muchmuch poetrypoetry

►►TheyThey alsoalso appearappear as elements in the as elements in the clinicalclinical
encounterencounter

►►ButBut doesdoes it it workwork for students and for students and cliniciansclinicians??

Tomas Tranströmer: TrackTomas Tranströmer: Track

2 A.M. moonlight. The train has stopped
out in a field. Far off sparks of light from a town,
flickering coldly on the horizon.
As when a man goes so deep into his dream
he will never remember he was there
when he returns again to his view.
Or when a person goes so deep into a sickness
that his days all become some flickering sparks, a swarm,
feeble and cold on the horizon
The train is entirely motionless.
2 o’clock: strong moonlight, few stars.
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Tomas Tranströmer: Under pressureTomas Tranströmer: Under pressure

The blue sky’s engine-drone is deafening.
We’re living here on a shuddering work-site
where the ocean depths can suddenly open up
shells and telephones hiss.
You can see beauty only from the side, hastily.
The dense grain on the field, many colours in a yellow stream.
The restless shadows in my head are drawn there.
They want to creep into the grain and turn to gold.
Darkness falls. At midnight I go to bed.
The smaller boat puts out from the larger boat.
You are alone on the water.
Society’s dark hull drifts further and further away.

(transl Robert Bly)

In Swedish: Start of PreludiumIn Swedish: Start of Preludium

Uppvaknandet är ett fallskärmshop från drömmenUppvaknandet är ett fallskärmshop från drömmen

Fri från den kvävande virveln sjunkerFri från den kvävande virveln sjunker

resenären mot morgonens gröna zon.resenären mot morgonens gröna zon.

Tingen flammar upp. Han förnimmer Tingen flammar upp. Han förnimmer ––i dallrande i dallrande 
lärkans position lärkans position –– de mäktiga trädrotsystemensde mäktiga trädrotsystemens

Underjordiskt svängande lampor.Underjordiskt svängande lampor.

From From 17 dikter, 17 dikter, 19541954
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HowHow literatureliterature savedsaved the the lifelife ofof
medicine?medicine?

So So litertaurelitertaure willwill save medicine, as save medicine, as ToulminToulmin
somewhatsomewhat maliciouslymaliciously sadisadi thatthat medicine medicine diddid
withwith ethicsethics thirtythirty yearsyears agoago? No, ? No, hardlyhardly butbut it it 
maymay be a be a clueclue..

The EndThe End

Thank you so much for your    Thank you so much for your    
interest!interest!


